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Joshua Nielsen
First Day on the Trail
An excerpt from a novel in progress.

Ardesh’s wings ached. Miles of yellowed prairie rolled 
beneath her, lit by the mid-afternoon sun. Her soaring 
companion, Orath, was riding the wind as lightly as a wisp 
of gray smoke. Ardesh felt like anything but. A flying horse, 
maybe; a rock thrown into the sky. Whatever she was, all it 
longed for was a place to land.

Ardesh had never been on the wing so long in her entire 
life. She’d lifted into the sky this morning, maybe an hour 
after sunup, and hadn’t touched down since. Felt like days 
ago. Her feet could barely remember solid ground.

And always, she was staring at her companion’s tail. Orath 
was a good-looking guy, but she wished – prayed, actually – 
for a different view. When they first started out, she’d played 
tag, tried to make him chase her, even done a couple loop-the-
loops. Now, she wished she had saved her strength. 

The current she was riding ran out, and her muscles burned 
as she started pumping. A piteous whine slipped out her throat.

She couldn’t believe she had asked for this.
Her companion’s head swung into view. It had been 

swiveling for some time. He appeared to be watching the 
ground. Not much point, unless he sought a place to spend the 
night. Scattered gazelles wandered, spooking at the winged 
shadows that flitted over their heads. A herd of piebald horses 
grazed together on a rise maybe half a mile away, heads 
poking up in alarm. Not that there was any danger, from 
Ardesh at least. She doubted she’d have the energy to smother 
a rabbit if she chanced to land on it.

This didn’t feel like a hunting trip. Ardesh had been on 
dozens of those. This had all the earmarks of an adventure. 
Including the empty stomach snarling at her. 

Then again, given the distance they had already covered, 
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flying on an empty stomach was probably smart. She raised 
a prayer to Mother Amen’d that Orath had plans for a meal 
when they landed. And the energy to execute those plans. For 
good measure, she uttered the same prayer to Father Kor’m.

Orath had stopped pumping, the dull gray tip of his wing 
resting right in front of her nose. He seemed to be falling. 
Slowly. Hadn’t he ever heard of flying distance? Honestly, 
if he was any closer, she could bite him. She ought to. That 
would break the monotony nicely. If she could speed up just a 
little...

He had dropped even lower and was starting to tip. 
Circling? She perked up. This patch of prairie looked no 
different from the other patches of prairie they’d been passing 
all day, just a faint slope and a trickle of water running 
through a much larger, rock-strewn stream bed, but Orath was 
definitely circling. She tipped her wings for a gentle dive, 
muttering another prayer to Amen’d. And she followed Orath’s 
winding path. Behind his tail. Again.

At least it would be for the last time.
Until tomorrow.
Her landing wasn’t nearly graceful; she had too much 

momentum. And she was too tired to backwing even once. So, 
she landed on her nose. Actually, her feet touched ground first. 
Grass bent, and dust flew. 

Then, she bounced. 
She rolled onto her back, earth and sky reeling, wings still 

wide open, legs thrust stupidly in the air, and arms tucked tight 
against her chest. She gasped for breath, keeping very still. 
Was anything broken? Did she really want to know?

“Nice landing.” Orath had only to tip his broad wings to 
halt all his own momentum and land on his feet, wings already 
starting to fold into place at his sides. His feet touched ground, 
one at a time, barely rustling the grass, as if they had no need 
of earth.

Show-off. Ardesh snapped her teeth at him, too exhausted to 
even aim in his direction. At least he didn’t further humiliate 
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her by laughing. She held still, heaving precious breath. The 
scent of meadow clover and the rustle of dry grass in the 
breeze permeated the silence.

With a little of her breath recovered, Ardesh wiggled her 
legs, her arms, her neck. Nothing broken. She continued on: 
her back, her tail, her fingers, toes – and then her wings, just a 
twitch. Her wings hurt, but nothing like a break. Nothing out 
of order. Lucky. She could have broken her neck. Like Little 
Hawk. Poor, stubborn show-off.

Orath was in the same spot, sparkling gray eyes round. 
Until he saw her watching. He blinked and looked away; his 
eyes hardened. Ardesh laid her head back and closed her eyes, 
heaving. Was he—did he look—worried?

After a minute, Orath’s voice spoke, sounding awkward. 
“Well, you get settled in. I’ll see if I can rustle up some 
dinner.” And there was a rush as his wings took on air. By the 
time Ardesh looked again, the only other dragon within fifty 
leagues had dwindled to the size of a gull in the sky.

In the silence, filled only by humming insects and the 
myriad scents of bee-plant, flower bush, and meadow clover, 
Ardesh’s breath slowed and grew stronger. Her nose throbbed, 
and her screwed-up eyes leaked one tear. She felt wet all over; 
she was sweating. That hadn’t happened in a long time: she 
never sweated from heat. Gradually, by inches, Ardesh sat up 
properly on her breastbone, legs stretched out beside her.

It seemed only a minute that Orath was gone. It had to have 
been longer. But only moments after she regained her dignity, 
regular wing beats thudded in her ears; suddenly her gray 
companion emerged from behind a low hill, a gazelle dangling 
by its neck from his claws. Its kicking hooves almost reached 
the ground. Good. Even Orath, oh-so-perfect Orath, couldn’t 
gain height carrying a whole gazelle.

The deer hit the ground on its haunches, and something 
snapped. Probably its back. It tried to rise, and then fell back 
and lay still, panting. Just like she had. Disturbingly like. Her 
skin crawled. Blood streaked the grass where it had staggered. 
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And the smell made Ardesh giddy. Again.
Orath dropped almost as heavily as the gazelle, still on his 

feet but not nearly graceful anymore. He was breathing heavy, 
his face impassive. But his eyes glittered, and his tongue ran 
the length of his lower lip, picking up a trail of saliva. Without 
a word, he approached the helpless beast and snapped its neck 
with one blow. Ardesh stood, very much on her dignity. To his 
credit, Orath did not remind her of her fall. Probably because 
he was busy ripping away a mouthful of shoulder. Blood, 
sweet blood, spewed as he broke skin.

“I don’t know how you can do that,” she told him, taking 
her place at the kill, putting it between them. The fresh meat 
smelled even better close up.

Orath finished clearing his passageway. “I’m hungry,” he 
said, just before diving for another bite.

“Not that, silly.” Though his face was half-buried in 
steaming flesh, and blood, his triangular ears were aimed right 
at her. Letting him dangle, Ardesh snapped her first dainty 
mouthful from the gazelle’s haunches, chewing it slowly and 
savoring the blood that oozed between her teeth. More blood 
fountained from the cut, slowing to a trickle. Familiar blood 
thirst pulled at her, but she kept chewing. Finally, swallowing, 
she said, “I mean the flying, silly, and the gazelle. Don’t you 
ever get tired?”

Orath swallowed his third mouthful. “Burns good.”
Disgusting. Ardesh didn’t even bother replying. Orath was 

already burying his nose in meat anyway. Instead, she sat 
down and tucked in. Blood, vibrant, tasty blood aroused her 
hunger. She stopped fighting it, followed it into the heart of the 
kill, and ate from the steaming entrails. Her companion didn’t 
even fight for his own share of gut and liver. He usually did; it 
was custom. Maybe he was being nice. But then she shook her 
head; the whole carcass must have trembled. Orath was many 
things, but nice wasn’t one of them. No, he had some other 
reason. He always did.

In a few minutes, Ardesh’s stomach felt comfortably 
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occupied and the gazelle had been reduced to a skeleton with 
a few strips of meat still hanging off it. Not nearly a gorge, but 
at least a meal. By tomorrow, of course, she’d need another. 
She was a growing girl. Seizing the thigh bones, she began the 
long, slow process of stripping them of everything nourishing. 
Across from her, Orath was gnawing on the whole neck. “I’d 
prefer a solid meal today,” he said, pausing, “but I couldn’t 
carry it.”

Ardesh spoke around her bone. “I don’t know how you do 
it. We must have flown six hours today.”

“Closer to eight, actually.” Orath inhaled yet another string 
of meat, then snapped off a knob and chewed that.

A question was trying to pop out of Ardesh, but she held 
it back while she gnawed. It had built inside her from the 
moment she noticed they were flying in a straight line, 
sometime this morning. Since it had waited this long, a few 
more minutes couldn’t hurt. Besides, she wasn’t sure she 
really wanted to know where they were going: when he took 
this pace, it was usually to someplace bizarre. Someplace 
dangerous. Someplace that normal people tried hard to avoid. 
Instead, she watched Orath, who avoided her eyes, as crazy 
thoughts chased each other around her head.

Orath’s face was impassive – long and knobbed with 
muscles, a beautiful upward flare to his eye ridges and 
nostrils. His coat was a dull, unpolished gray, but his snout 
was splattered with bright red blood. He possessed no useless 
ornaments: no membranous fins flapping in the air, no horns 
to counterbalance his skull, no dangling scaly beard. Only 
the odd, triangular ears that twitched like a lion’s tail on the 
hunt, the stout jaw and rounded cheek, and the eyes and nose. 
Without common male ornamenting, or even bright male 
colors, he looked almost feminine. The eyes sparkling under 
his brow ridges were the same gray as his scales, only brighter, 
with slitted pupils that moved almost as much as his ears.

The rest of his body followed the same principle: everything 
had a purpose. His neck was long and graceful, but stout, 
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toned by ages of hunting – and, she suspected, secret practice. 
His hands, busy holding the bones he was now methodically 
biting to pieces, had muscled yet wiry digits tipped with 
curling claws he could drive straight through scales with a 
grip that splintered wood; his arms were rounded by muscles 
that Ardesh didn’t think she even had. His chest bulged with 
powerful flight muscles, rounding his wedge-shaped ribs. 
Curled wings, held half off the ground in readiness, shrouded 
the rest of his body, but she knew it was it was in the same 
condition: ridged belly clenched close around his spine, legs 
wider at the hip than her hand could stretch and beautifully 
proportioned, with wide toes and deceptively delicate-looking 
claws. He’d made a perfect specimen of himself, packed with 
every muscle needed to run, fly, even scale cliffs. That he 
won every wrestling match was a given. And she’d seen his 
reflexes: he could best a viper at its own bite.

Self-consciously, she stared at her bone. It was empty; her 
teeth had raked troughs across its surface. Shaking herself, she 
put it down and snapped away the rib cage. Orath made no 
move to stop her. Then again, even if he had, she was bigger. 
Maybe not stronger, but bigger. A girl’s privilege. And she 
knew magic. Orath couldn’t even make a flare, no matter how 
hard he tried. Except that one time, she shivered.

Maybe he was making up for the long flight. Stranger things 
happened.

“Eat up,” he said, finally putting down the rounded remains 
of many separate vertebrae that hit the dirt and wobbled. 
“Unless we get lucky, we’ll be doing at least six hours 
tomorrow, too.”

Again? Ardesh grunted around her morsel, pulling off a 
strip of meat and inhaling it. At the same time, she hoped, she 
inhaled a little courage. “Where are we off to in such a hurry?”

He hadn’t picked up any more bones, and he wasn’t making 
any move to find any more. He was raking dirt with his claws.  
“Don’t know, yet. That’s what makes it fun.”

She winced. “Fun” to Orath usually meant creepy, 
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dangerous, and possibly suicidal. Still, he didn’t sound like he 
was lying, and if he didn’t know … “So you don’t know where 
we’re going?”

“Told you that. All we know is that they’re expected to 
come from the lake country.”

That made no sense. On a hunting trip, she – and other 
normal people – just followed her whimsy, killing where 
she found an appropriately weak animal. And if she found 
an area with lots of good prey, she stayed for a while. This 
sounded like a sport hunt, where the hunters decided to kill a 
certain kind of animal. Sport hunters might go to almost any 
lengths for their kill. Orath had done that a time or two, and 
the animals he picked out … she shuddered. “Oh, no.” Her 
eyes closed in silent prayer and she uttered the dreaded name, 
“Duocorns?”

Orath’s eyes rounded, his nose compressed, and his 
ears flicked forward and stayed there. “Mastoka,” he said, 
surprised. “Orragon didn’t tell you?”

She almost laughed at the suggestion. Her father never 
explained anything if he could help it. Not even to his own 
daughter. He was the clan shaman, after all. Being cryptic was 
his job. Even when Ardesh wanted fatherly advice. “So, why 
chase Mastoka? Want to get a head start on the season?”

“Obviously not.” Orath folded his arms. Ardesh winced 
habitually—he was the only person she knew who could do 
that, much less painlessly. His eyes returned to roving the 
horizon. “This isn’t what you’re thinking, Ardesh. Orragon’s 
worried the Mastoka won’t show, what with the late rains and 
all; they’re already over a month late, and the other herds are 
getting thin. You’ve probably noticed.”

And if she hadn’t? “So he—”
“Asked me to look for them, yes. And I agreed.”
Ardesh humphed to herself and ripped a good mouthful of 

flesh off the ribs in her hands. Orath waited in silence, perhaps 
to let her absorb the information. As if she needed time for 
that. At least he was now regarding the grass. That meant 
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he was looking at her but pretending not to. She wasn’t sure 
whether to smile or snap. As a compromise, she cracked a 
couple ribs.

“I’m sorry,” he said, without any prompting. “I thought you 
knew where I was going.”

“And good old Dad assumed you’d explained everything,” 
she snapped, clicking her teeth and hurling the ribs, still with a 
little meat on them, to the ground. They bounced into Orath’s 
outstretched claw.

“You don’t have to come.” Orath draped his outstretched 
arm casually over the other, fingers gripping four ribs. “I know 
we agreed you would, but …”

Why did he have to do everything perfectly, every time? 
“And miss out on all the fun? Go back to day-in, day-out 
study? Not on your life.”

Orath’s lips rose by a hair. He was still watching the ground. 
“You’re along, then?”

Ardesh stared his way, daring him to meet her eyes. “All the 
way.”

“Good.” He flipped the rib cage. It bounced off her chest 
before she could react. “Then let’s have no more waste. Eat 
up.”

She picked up the meaty (and somewhat dirty) ribs. 
“One thing, though. Can we set a slower pace? Not exhaust 
ourselves?”

“Who’s exhausted?”
Typical, so typical. She shouldn’t have even asked.
Orath’s eyes were on her as she took another bite. Not in 

a challenge stare but as simple observation, contemplation 
perhaps. And while she liked it, she also started feeling hot. 
She hoped he didn’t see her blush.

“I’ll go wash off,” he said, suddenly standing. “When 
you’re ready, we’ll find a better place than this to spend the 
night.”
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She left me sitting by her 1957 custom “just-off-the-line” 
Ford Ranchero and strutted into the honky tonk.  My job was 
to guard the blue and silver car/pick-up combo, decked out 
with flashy tailfins. She didn’t belong in this roughneck bar; it 
wasn’t a place for a woman like her. The beer joint smelled of 
oil, grease, sweat, cigar smoke, and whiskey; her scent was a 
mix of expensive powder and Evening in Paris perfume. She 
was my master, and I was her dog.  

The hot West Texas wind blasted endlessly as shadows 
rotated around the car from late morning throughout the 
afternoon. Music from the juke box, the collision of balls on 
the pool table, and an occasional hoot and holler blended with 
the wind. A film of gritty sand coated the tires and my curly 
fur. I waited… and waited. The air stilled and, in an instant, 
went quiet. My ears filled with the sounds of grinding gears in 
the metal horse-like oil pumps and the yipping of coyote pups 
in the distant sand dunes. Then the blurry sun slid into the grey 
horizon and, in the blink of an eye, from out of nowhere, the 
jack rabbit hopped in front of me. The chase was on. 

I leaped out of the parking lot and lunged across the railroad 
tracks, around mesquite bushes, and through barbed wire 
fences and patches of cactus. This rabbit had my full attention. 
His long ears flopped when his feet bounced across the sand as 
I followed him by the dog house where the rig crew was eating 
spam sandwiches. I splashed through the mud pit and ducked 
under steel stairs that led to the rig floor where the heavy 
chains clanged. He bounced, and I ran further and further in 
tireless pursuit. My long tongue lolled nearly to the ground, 

Mary Morris
Instinct and Consequences
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dripping with drool.
As quickly as he appeared, the jack rabbit was gone. My 

paws were bleeding and I was panting hard. The reality that I 
had skipped out on my master hit me like a sledge hammer. I 
ran in circles backtracking across the desert, trying to regain 
my bearing and pick up the scent that would lead me back to 
the honky tonk. After endless searching, I finally made it back 
to the parking lot, to the place I was supposed to be.  

Her car was gone. She was gone. I raced around the 
perimeter to no avail. I ran up and down the highway 
frantically smelling tires and desperately looking for any 
sign of her. I darted in and out of traffic sniffing rigs, water 
trucks, station wagons, Buicks and Studebakers, but no 212 
horsepower, V-8 Rancheros with heavy-duty station wagon 
springs drove by. Horns honked, and the pavement, still soft 
from the heat of the day, invited rattlesnakes and bull snakes 
to slither close to soak up its warmth. I felt cold inside, 
consumed with failure. I had let down my best friend.

For days I stood guard in the parking lot outside the bar, 
craving her return. Overall clad drillers and roughnecks in 
hardhats would come and go—some nice, some not. One 
said I was the strangest dog he’d ever seen.  Some ran grimy 
fingers with nails rimmed in black oil inside their mouths to 
dig out Redman chew and spit on the ground in front of me. 
Once in a while, someone would squat to pet me or rub my 
head. But she never came for me. Faithful, I only knew to stay.
My appearance changed; instead of being freshly clipped and 
groomed to show off my Airedale terrier breeding, complete 
with boxed shaped head and squared off  legs, filth and sand 
left me matted and dirty. Days passed and I had no reason to 

1950’s West Texas Oil Field Oil Field Workers Oil Pumper
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go on living.  I was a failure.
Joe frequented the rundown bar outside of Monahans after 

working derricks all day in the hot sun. He was built like a 
truck, about six foot tall, with broad shoulders and muscular 
arms. Dark, curly hair spilled from beneath his tilted Stetson 
and his skin was tanned dark copper. Blue eyes and white 
teeth flashed at me when he passed by. Joe had four little kids 
and a wife to get home to, but the lure of a couple of whiskeys 
always guided his old car back to the honky tonk. One drink 
would lead to another. He’d start to feel guilty and then 
succumb to another glass of whiskey until the stress subsided.

The stress of living from job to job, the sense of failure at 
not having the life he wanted for his family, of living in a tar 
paper shack. The shame of not knowing why anger boiled 
up in him until he beat gentle Alyene; the shame that seared 
through him when her daddy would wire money for her to buy 
groceries gnawed at him always.  

One day Joe stopped outside the bar to brush sand off his 
khaki pants, sand that had sifted into the cuffs as they hung in 
the dog house locker while he wrestled pipe from his perch on 
the derrick. He looked me right in the eye, put his hand on my 
head, and in a West Texas drawl said, “Howdy there, Scotty 
dawg.” The next day he pulled a bundle out of his pocket, 
unwrapped the crumpled wax paper, and held a biscuit in front 
of my nose. Instinctively, I wanted to grab it, saliva seeped 
out of the side of my jaw. But I was trained to sit until my 
master told me I could eat, so I waited. When Joe said, “Okay, 
boy,” I carefully took the morsel out of his hand, moving my 
floppy lips to cushion his hand from my imposing teeth.  And 
then I couldn’t hold back; I gulped the butter milk biscuit 
down whole and sat at attention. In the days that followed, Joe 
would pull a piece of fried-baloney sandwich, a chicken leg 
and other goodies from his pocket, place them in the palm of 
his big hand, and we’d go through the routine.  And then his 
strong fingers scratched behind my ears, making me cock my 
head from side to side.  Although my foremost thought was 
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that my master would return, I began to anticipate Joe.  
When Joe didn’t come for several days, I ached to see him.  

And then, on payday, he came back.  He laughed while he fed 
me half of his sandwich, followed with a homemade pineapple 
fried pie.  After he went on into the bar I could hear the usual 
noises: Joe’s distinct voice and footsteps as he strolled from 
one end of the pool table to the other, positioning the cue stick 
so he could put the right English on the ball to sink it into the 
pocket, and the familiar sound of buffalo nickels his fingers 
sunk through the slot in the juke box to start Bob Will’s “San 
Antonio Rose.”  Joe’s scent drifted through the screen door.  I 
put my head down on the warm sand and felt content as the 
faded lyrics, “moon in all your splendor…lips so sweet and 
tender like petals falling apart,” flowed into my ears and down 
to my heart.  I always felt better when Joe was nearby.              

Joe walked out of the bar, earlier than usual.  It was still 
daylight when his big frame filled the door and he walked 
towards me.  His eyes moved from my soft black nose to the 
tip of my short curly tail.  He picked up my paws one at a 
time and rubbed them, carefully feeling each pad, and then he 
examined my toenails.  Holding my chin up with one hand, 
he picked up my lip to look at my teeth clenched together.  
He pried my jaws apart and put his head close to my mouth, 
peering inside to look at my back teeth.  I felt my shoulders 
quiver; I was starting to get nervous.  But then he took the 
cigar out of its home in the corner of his mouth and sighed.  
Scratching my ears the way he always did, he said in a low, 
firm, voice, “Scotty, it’s time for both of us good ol’ Texas 

Bob Wills and his Texas Playboys Tar Paper Shack
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boys to go home.” My chest swelled up. I stood tall trotting 
behind Joe to the beat up jalopy. He opened the passenger 
door and I jumped inside and lay down on the floor board. Joe 
patted the worn seat right beside him and said, “C’mon boy.” I 
felt my tail wagging as I slid up on the seat by Joe. We looked 
straight ahead as Joe pulled down the shifter and pulled out of 
the parking lot, leaving the flashing neon lights behind.  
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Joshua Nielsen
Blood and Garlic

A chill-bright harvest moon shone overhead as I strode the 
cobbled streets on the western end of Rainbridge, black wool 
cloak billowing behind me. Soldiers clad in burnished mail 
bore blades and brands of flame as if to keep my blood at 
bay; I did not disturb them. I had other wanderings to make 
this night. Stray dogs turned their heads to mark my passing, 
barking louder as I drew nearer. But the guards never turned, 
never heard the warning in the still air. Rabbits, wiser than 
their human neighbors, fled amid seeding flax bushes to watch 
me with glittering eyes.

As I passed each house, dogs whimpered inside. I heard 
in many the voices of former victims, hosts of my nocturnal 
feeding, but their fears were baseless. It would be no dog who 
bled tonight.

The butcher’s – the baker’s – the muffin maker’s – the 
soup shop. At last, the street I sought, an alley crowded by 
three-story brick structures that leaned, ever so slightly, over 
the cobblestones. The street where he lived. The contract was 
clear. Tendel Othran must die. How a simple farmer could 
anger the guild’s contacts … oh, but it would be money. As 
usual. But there was something special about this contract: it 
was written by the Belladonna herself, Mother of the guild. 
I had never seen her writing, save once, and the signature 
sent a chill up my spine. What made her personally write this 
contract?

And why had she chosen me? She who commanded dozens 
of brothers far more skilled than I had selected me. The Elder, 
her personal messenger, said as much, and little more. My 
backbone shivered. He had never spoken to me before—only 
relayed his orders through my Master—and the look in his 
eyes told me he’d rather have performed the writ himself than 
entrusted it to my hand.
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The Belladonna knew my nature, of course; that would be 
her reason. I had the perfect alibi: everyone in town knew I 
trained and fought by day and locked my doors at night. As 
a favorite in the arena, I had faced many a man under bright 
sunlight, and I was friendly with most of the regular fighters. 
Fools that people were, they still believed that blood-kin 
would melt in the sun, so I was safe from suspicion. Even the 
Belladonna confessed disbelief when I revealed my blood to 
her, until I sipped from her veins as proof.

“Blood Drinker,” the writ read, “a contract for one, 
Tendel Othran. Use your unique talents, and leave no doubt 
whose hand signed his death. You will receive all necessary 
protection when the deed is done. Follow usual protocol as 
regards this contract and all evidences of said deed.”

But I hadn’t drunk a man dry, not since Sunhaven: not 
since I fled for my life. I learned my lesson; I could hide my 
feeding, heal the wounds, only if I left my victims alive. Never 
again would my hunger rule me.

Only now did I contemplate one more blood-kill.
Few dogs howled on this street. I swept up the stairs to 

Tendel’s door, cloak swirling around my ankles. His lock was 
iron, but rusted, and bore flickers of a sealing spell—it would 
be all but impossible to pick. But I would need no pick for 
this. I summoned my magic around the lock, a translucent 
bubble that gleamed in the moonlight. A quick thrust beneath 
the bubble shore the lock through, and the door swung inward. 
All with nary more than a gentle squeak of the hinges. Too 
easy. I collected the floating shreds of shimmering silence on 
my fingers and entered.

Children slept, all six in one bed, in a room straight ahead, 
but the deeper snores of their parents took me another way. A 
cattle-hair bed took up most of the tiny room, and a corpulent 
Virina Othran took up most of that. Juicy woman. Too bad she 
wasn’t the target; draining her would be such a pleasurable 
challenge. But my target lay beside her, bright copper curls 
flushed with the blood behind his cheeks. 
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No. This couldn’t be the man. I’d know that face anywhere. 
How many times had this man watched my fights, cheered my 
name? Too many, perhaps. Was that why he was in trouble? I 
might have done something. I could’ve …

I sat on his bed and pulled out the writ. Perhaps I had 
misread it. But no: there it was, the will of the Belladonna, 
as cold as moonlight. This was the man, my target. I needed 
something to calm my nerves; I took a bite of garlic from my 
pocket, savoring its hot tang, and looked him over again.

His face was strong, long, and narrow, yet with a set to 
his jaw that might have belonged to a fighter. His body was 
trim yet muscular; the one hand resting above the covers was 
callused from the work of a plowman. Those hands could 
easily be turned to the sword. With training, he might have 
been a champion. I could have been the one to train him.

Another bite of garlic. Tendel Othran. His copper curls 
gleamed red like his blood, sweet blood, from the lovemaking 
that still hung in the air like an exotic perfume. His face was 
engraved with all the frank honesty of his class and marked 
equally by worry bags under his eyes and laugh lines beside 
his mouth. Hard to believe he was the target of my writ.

I shook myself. With blade and nightshade, I’d performed 
twenty executions to date, some far harder than this one. Only 
a man and his fat wife, fast asleep. Why did it bother me so?

Perhaps it was just too easy. My last assignment took some 
cleverness; I had to convince my target that he had imbibed a 
poison and that only I could offer him the cure, which was, of 
course, the poison he feared. Even my Master was impressed. 
Perhaps I was disappointed. Perhaps …

Hogwash and bumblesquawk. I was wasting time now; 
the Elder awaited my report. Best to get it over with, let him 
take the news to the Belladonna. I pocketed the remainder of 
my garlic and began to drink. Hot blood, rich blood, coursing 
with the excitement of love. I sucked and slurped, fondling his 
face with all the tenderness of a favorite delicacy. His eyelids 
barely fluttered.
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But my stomach drew tight and pulled me up. I spat 
a mouthful of blood on the wall. He still bled, yet he 
still breathed. I leaned forward, but my stomach twisted 
rebelliously. And painfully. I wiped the blood from my lips. 
His face now lay pallid, the creases deepened. The sheets were 
rumpled, leaving bare his muscular chest. Yet, somehow, he 
still slept.

I tried again, but my stomach threatened to hurl. I had 
sucked him nearly dry – would that not be enough? Could I 
not simply walk away, let him bleed away what remained of 
his life? But I could not: the Belladonna would declare me 
a traitor. I could not escape, should that happen. And Tendel 
Othran would die just the same.

My choice was clear. But as I drew forward to fulfill my 
contract, my stomach rebelled once more, and my knees 
knocked together.

I ate another clove of garlic to steady my nerves, wiped 
sweat from my eyes. Eight years. Eight years since my last 
victim died. It had been so heady, such euphoria … but my 
stomach screwed tight once more. Was that it? Frightened of 
going too far, of being lost?

Imagine, a vampire afraid of killing.
“You will receive all necessary protection,” the writ 

promised. And no one guarded secrets like the Nightshade 
Guild, so what had I to fear?

It was just a contract, one contract. A man dead, a wage 
paid. I had done it before; why did it bother me now?

The farmer’s wife rolled in her sleep, groaned. I couldn’t do 
it, couldn’t drain him. The contract was broken. Down the stair 
I flew, into the last light of the cloud-strewn moon. Darkness 
settled fast. I had to find the elder, plead my case to him. If 
it came to it, I might have to plead before the Belladonna 
herself. But it didn’t matter anymore.

What use was a vampire who could not kill?
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Angel Mataia
Therapist

If I had a therapist, I imagine he’d think that there’s 
something wrong with me. He’d study my list of leftover life 
lived too long ago to remember (otherwise why make a list, 
right?), read aloud some random scrap from my memory, sit 
back in his leather chair, cross his legs, clasp his hands and 
lean forward, notepad and pen positioned just so on his lap, 
and then pertinently ask, “How did that make you feel?” Hell, 
that’s what the list is for! You tell me, doc.  I only mention this 
imagined therapy session because from what I do remember 
of my childhood, I feel that I should be a lot more messed up 
than I am. 

I assume that I’m not some troubled, rebellious youth only 
for the fact that I’ve conveniently forgotten almost everything 
from more than five years ago. Lists help me remember. 
Bologna, nail polish remover, pencil sharpener, mac ‘n cheese. 
This scar on my chin is from a pot of mac ‘n cheese. Well, 
actually, from a pot of boiling water my mother had put on the 
stove to make mac ‘n cheese. 

She grabbed the pot from off the burner, forgetting the 
water inside, and attempted to hit my father with it. He had 
her pinned and was strangling her against the stove top. She 
missed him and he jumped away from the shower of scalding 
water. I slammed my palm to the side of my stinging chin 
while my baby sister seized like a drowning fish, her baby skin 
like hot fudge bubbling and dripping off her pillowy cheeks. 
Almond eyes shone like glazed marbles as they rolled to the 
back of her head. Her mouth trembling violently in a silent, 
paralyzed scream, arms locked and rigid, reaching toward 
heaven. A little pink closed casket funeral. I could never play 
marbles and can only ever drink my coffee lukewarm. 

My mother yelped pitifully as he grabbed her by the hair, I 
remember the way her jaw line looked from that angle. With 
her neck stretched back, I could see the shadows that gathered 
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in the slight valleys of her strained, tensed muscles. Other 
days, when they didn’t fight, she walked grey and formless, 
gloomy and cynical. It surprised me that with his face 
crammed so close to hers that my father never noticed: she 
was marvelously beautiful. 

I always watched her face as they struck at one another. 
Through a bruise she never failed to weakly smile at me—the 
corners of her lips would curl feebly like the petals of a slowly 
dying flower and tell me it would be alright. She never smiled 
at me any other time, and her voice was hardly ever above 
a whisper as she roamed lifelessly around the house. Except 
when she roared bullets at my father, her intellect, far faster 
than his, piercing him. 

If she had nothing else, she had her judgments. Brutal, ugly, 
honesty about his faults, about their relationship, and about 
which he couldn’t bear to hear, and which served as a sword 
of truth that undoubtedly scarred him. I once read in the Bible 
that the word of God works like a double-edged sword, cutting 
the sinner with truth and righteousness. After reading that 
passage, I began to place wings on my angel mother as she 
absorbed each blow. She was never a stronger woman than 
when he had provoked her, and when he left and the fights 
stopped, I missed my mother’s reassurance, her strength, her 
roar, and her smile. 

Lists help me remember. So does the scar, I see it every day, 
though it’s faded. Doctors grafted skin from my inner thighs to 
smooth my crumpled chin. I just traded one scar for another. 
I’m embarrassed. My face, even somewhat perfect, was never 
as lovely as my mother’s, even bleeding, or as my sister’s, 
even misshapen. A crown of baby’s breath, a creamy white 
ruffled dress, and tiny black licorice braids. If I had a therapist, 
he’d probably look at “mac ‘n cheese” on my list of childhood 
memories and skip right over it. Any America lovin’ kid would 
remember mac ‘n cheese. 
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Optimism
Caught in the bitter foretaste
of coming attractions

I wade the pitiless wind
of a dark and frigid afternoon
hug my sides 
against scraps of snow 
that skitter and sting.

Two generous chunks
of uprooted sage
sudden
and side by side 

race past
and down the road.

I envy their journey 
on such a difficult day:

they skip and dance and twirl and leap

indifferent
as to where they’re going

unconcerned 
about when and if 
they’ll ever get there.
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Owl
From the look of things
he bellied up without a fight

every tan
and black and reddish feather 
present and accounted for
wings outspread
as if set
to gather in the day.

Unmoved I’ve passed 
a passel of dead things 
on this cloudy 
damp 
and windless
April afternoon

deer 
reduced to scattered bone
and elk
half-buried
in storm-dampened earth

but this owl 
just won’t leave me be

up steep sandy draws
along thin pinioned thumbs
and through the jaws
of sandstone breaks

he dogs my thought
in silent flight.
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Monsoon Season
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Burdened
with a fevered need 
for a desert fix

I choose to play deaf
to the first faint 
far away bully-boy rumbled threats

convince myself I don’t see 
the burgeoning growth of gray 
and black cloud
elbowing aside
a firmament of fleece-flecked blue

turn my back
on the surging wind
as it busily breathes the summer heat away.

Now
too late
my only option isn’t.

I flee

down sodden slopes
around gale lashed junipers
and into the dubious safety
of a no longer dry wash

while a tortured sky 
in her fullest livid violent wrath
hammers the land 
with hard rain 
and hurled bolts of white bright!

High on the side of a distant hill
curtained by a wall of wet
my pick up patiently waits.
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During a Winter Storm While Skiing on 
Knez Divide
In multiple alabaster mass explosions
a covey of sage grouse
one hundred and more in number
break cover
in front of
behind
and around us

freeing themselves
from bird friendly wombs
deep beneath unblemished snow.

Shedding white
crystalline vapor trails 
they beat the air with frenzied wings 
then glide and  regroup 
in the nearby highest tops 
of black-branched choke cherries

where they roost 
chagrined and silent sulking
like wary 
gray 
long-necked squash.
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My Garden
Sue Beachman

my garden can not last.
soft, plump petals
splattered with pink,
turn ashen, wrinkled
and dotted with age.
loose, lush lilacs with
a fragrance as heavy as dust,
grow wizened, withered 
and wasted of scent.
thin, tender, supple stems become
brittle, browned
and bent.
my garden will not last.
my exuberant,
jubilant, impulsive youth,
in a breath taken away
with winter’s relentless grasp.
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Long, Concrete Sidewalk
five years old,
skip roping on a long, concrete sidewalk.
my mother, red faced, weeping,
framed in open doorway.
hands clenched, hidden
in the fabric of her apron.
my father, grey suit, face set,
suitcase in hand 
leaving.
for me, sorely missed.

fifty years old,
standing on a long, concrete sidewalk.
my sister, broken, weeping,
following my father slowly.
head bowed, feet of bricks.
my father, 
covered, hidden, 
encased in pine,
carried.
a stranger I no longer miss.
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Dinner with Don Giovanni
Mary Karen Solomon

Distancing, dissonant, disdainful don!
That emotional and sensual vampire
practices his fading magic, crooning
simple, melodious songs of seduction
to peasants and patricians alike.
Like a hummingbird he hovers and flits,
seeking nectar from the bouquet of blooms,
looking for his particularity
in their feminine generality.

Yet without success: he remains himself,
unloved with aging dash and boring soul,
an onion whose disappearing layers
expose emptiness instead of heart,
a personification of ice-nine.
He spreads contagious emptiness and hate:
Donna Anna’s love fades as her rage grows;
Vengeance is the more successful suitor;
Ottavio now a mere means, sad tool.

Except eleventh-hour loving Elvira,
who comes back to save his sorry, worn soul
who believes her disillusioned lucent love
must make him reel, make him roil, make him real.

Even before the Stone guest clasps the Don’s hand,
drawing him to hellfire with freezing grip,
Leporello knew it was time to find
a better master than this psychopath
who destroys hearts, encasing them in tombs
and raises the irate dead, mortifying
him back to life, like Christ at Emmaus,
to sup with sinners and salvage their souls.
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Audrey Decker Self-Portrait Mask, ceramic
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Dana Burns Large Scaled Jar, ceramic
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Yuri Chicovsky Power Plant, photograph
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Anna’s Hands
Angel Mataia

I think of Anna 
Does she ever look down at her limp 
Twisted legs and smile, thinking to herself 
I’m grateful for my hands?  
As she heaves her body up and over the wooden steps
Of my porch for a visit 
Her walker standing tall and straight behind her 
Am I grateful for my legs? 
Why is it that her hands, soft and young 
Fingers delicate and long, like the new branches
Of a spring tree 
Carry her body like treading feet?
If I was blind would I be grateful for sight? 
Or color? 
Is she a reminder, if nothing else, a cosmic 
Post-it note of things not to forget?
I walk, but only in seeing Anna  
Am I grateful. 
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Poetry is the Project of a Well-Matured Mind
Joshua Nielsen

but what means well-matured?
And where might it be found?

Is it casks of wine in a chilly stone cellar?
Or snow on the roof of a pudgy brick face?
Or is it, perhaps, cucumbers in brine,
sliced and laid out on white bread?

Perhaps it is seasoned like Grandpa’s split pine,
before being burned in the stove,
or meat dried and smoked and hung in the shed
to be cut and eaten at leisure.
Is it moldy cabbage and banana peels tossed in a pile
and turned, until it becomes rich black earth?
Or is it bread kneaded and shaped into loaves,
then placed in the oven to rise?

Perhaps it is lichen on the face of a rock
or Old Man’s Beard on a grandfather oak.
It could be the smell of decay in the woods,
the scent of vinegar under the kitchen sink.
It might be the taste of a holey Swiss cheese
or milk curdled and whipped into cream.
It could be stems of thyme dried on a line
or wheat turning gold in the fall.

I can’t help but think that these things are too small
or too simple to say all that must be said. 
So what means well-matured?
Might it be all of this
and more?
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The Old Ones
Sean Davis

Beneath the Starlit Sky I walk
Amongst the voices of the Dead.
O, to hear the lost ones talk;
Intertwining light and darkness in my head.

Trees wave in autumn’s fickle wind
As the eyes of the past and future meet.
Dwelling upon me and my mind
Filling ice chilled nights with desert heat.

The cactus, the sagebrush and desert cedar
Adorn the hills of arcane and unspoken
History of forgotten men and creatures:
The faces of a circle which remains unbroken.

Upon ancient rock faces the Old Ones dance
In unknown vistas of alien life
Calling us all to praise their violent reminiscence:
Unity of man and Beast, begotten of immortal strife.

The instruments of life are death,
Untimely, unwelcome, yet beloved friend.
The Old Ones have drawn out their final breath,
Even in death their life does not end.
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Women’s Work
Janet Sheridan

I cried when Bob rode the harrow
as ballast, and I was denied. 
Grandma of the high cheekbones
and wide, baby-birthing hips, 
hugged me hard to her, said, 
“Janet, your dad sees a girl;
doesn’t see quick and strong.
There’s men’s work and women’s work: 
men conquer fields and jobs; 
women grow gardens and babies.” 

Grandma would like my garden: 
overlapping, unplanned, 
prism-colored and chaotic,
a toddler’s bulging box of toys. 
Pansies cradled by moonbeam coreopsis; 
prairie smoke avens caressed by daisies.
Peonies, plump on drooping necks, 
held tight by tangerine tiger lilies.
Curious ferns crawling to cranesbill,
cooing for attention with rain-forest breath. 

I weeded yesterday, 
sun warm on my back:
tall spears of grass
surrendering with reluctance,
defiant dandelions yielding
to my mud-slick fork. 
Hands stiffened by drying dirt,
nails broken, begrimed,
knees water-soaked and heart content,
I completed my women’s work.

I grew a garden for you, Grandma. 
But betrayed us both
by never growing babies.
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Doggy Haiku
Tom Beachman

Watching boundless joy
Unleashed from earthly moorings
Sets my spirit free
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Silly Rhyme
Leona Hemmerich

Groups of creatures
     both penned and free,
Have rather strange names
     as soon you’ll see;

There’s a School of fish
     and a Pod of whales,
A Murder of crows,
     but a Covey of quail.

A Cloud of goldfish
A Run of salmon
A Leap of leopards
A Pride of lions.

A Bed of clams
    but a Swarm of eels,
A Swarm of bees,
     and a Herd of seals.

A Herd of cattle
     but a Flock of sheep,
A Flock of birds,
     but a Gaggle of geese.

A Pack of wolves
A Troop of monkeys
A Bevy of swans
A Rafter of turkeys.
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A Zeal of zebras,
     and a Herd of wrens,
Then a Gang of elk,
     and a Brood of hens.

Now this list is brief
     for names that are found,
And as you can see,
     Strange terms do abound.
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Samuel Torno One-Legged Beholder, drawing



Thad Noyes Puddle Girl, photograph
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Janele Husband Swinging Bridge Guard, photograph



Wheels
Sheila Harper

In the spring of 1999, shortly after his 18th birthday, my son 
Brendan and I went to Denver to pick up “Buzz”—not a pet 
or truck, but his new power wheelchair. It was an adult-sized 
chair, with practical black spandex covers over a seat and back 
that been molded to fit his shape, and a black foam headrest 
that helped keep his head upright. The power controls were 
attached near his left hand—his functional hand—and the 
joystick was cone-shaped rather than the ball he had used for 
the previous five years.

It was the most essential, utilitarian piece of equipment 
Brendan owned, but he hadn’t chosen the standard, low-
maintenance chrome frame. Below the chrome bars supporting 
the armrests, below the practical black seat covers, behind 
the black metal footplates—in fact, underneath him and 
completely outside of his vision, where splashes of mud 
and dust from the street would show most clearly, the main 
supporting frame was a cheerful, frivolous sunshine yellow.

At the time, I didn’t think about why he had chosen that 
color. When he tried it out for the first time on our friend 
Lynda’s long, narrow cement driveway, I was just worried 
about his safety. I set the power switch on low and followed 
him as he wove unsteadily up her drive from our van toward 
the backyard. He stopped near the fence, kicking with 
excitement, his knees pounding the underside of his new, 
unscarred tray as he called, “Lynda! Lynda!” 

She came out of the backyard and praised his new chair 
while he turned it around to point back down the driveway. He 
said, “Watch!” and fumbled with the unfamiliar controls for 
a moment before he pushed the joystick forward again. The 
chair shot away, whizzing down the drive, Brendan’s head 
pressed back against the headrest. He had flipped the power 
switch to high. 
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Fear choked off my breath as he repeatedly swerved toward 
the edge of the concrete—and disaster. If he went off the edge 
at that speed …

Lynda and Brendan were both laughing when he slowed 
at the end of the driveway and jerkily turned around, but all I 
could think of was how close he came to tipping over and how 
easily he could run into kids at the high school on Monday. 
Warnings spilled uncontrollably from me: “Be careful,” “Keep 
it on low when you’re indoors,” “Learn to drive straight before 
you use high.” 

Only now, years away from my immediate fear for 
Brendan’s safety, can I see what I missed that spring 
afternoon. People often referred to Brendan as being 
“wheelchair-bound” or “tied to a wheelchair,” but that wasn’t 
how he saw Buzz. He was a teenage boy delighted with his 
new wheels, gunning it to see how fast it could go. Of course 
he had chosen yellow. He wanted wheels that people would 
notice, not a dull, boring mom-and-dad vehicle, but something 
young and splashy. Something that shouted … freedom.



Bossy Janet
Janet Sheridan

When young, I admired my mother’s ability to make 
a decision: “Janet,” she’d say as I sprawled on the couch 
rereading Little Women, “You need to learn how to change 
Blaine’s diaper. Quit wrinkling your nose and stop gagging. 
Come here.” 

She decided my book-besotted mind would be challenged 
by clarinet lessons. At a church social, she insisted I dance 
with Justin Nielson, a runty mouth-breather who rested his 
chin on my hipbone. 

She told me I needed a hobby; maybe I should start a 
collection. Then, when I suggested I collect ice cream—trying 
to eat and list 100 different flavors in a year—she replied, “Oh 
good grief, Janet, no!” 

So I began to imitate Mom’s take-charge behavior. I 
confiscated the tube of toothpaste Ruthie Tuckett was snacking 
on during Sunday school. I explained to Sheila Anderson that 
she had not turned a cartwheel:  Her legs weren’t straight. She 
looked like a rolling potato bug.  

I stepped out of my role as Queen Lily in the 4th-grade play 
and impressed the audience by correcting the mistakes of my 
fellow actors: “The word is chocolate, Ronald, not chonklate, 
and Bruce, you shouldn’t teeter on your throne. Sit still!” 

I told my sister, Barbara, her bangs were ugly and fixed 
them with pinking shears. Before we went to church the next 
day, Mom camouflaged the bald spot on Barbara’s head with 
brown shoe polish.

Then one hot September day, I wandered into the sticky 
kitchen where Mom was bottling peaches. I had an important 
question: how should I describe myself to my pen pal? 
Imagine my dismay when the woman I admired and imitated 
told me to write that I was tall, with mostly uncombed hair, 
and bossy, very bossy.  

I didn’t mind the uncombed part; it was true. But bossy?  
53
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My jaw bounced off my chest and stayed unhinged for days. A 
strangled sound escaped me.  

Without seeming to notice my need for artificial respiration, 
Mom added that I could lose friends if I continued telling 
everyone what to do all the time, acting like the boss of the 
world. 

At that indignity, my eyes bulged; my face flashed hot; and 
I shrieked like a peacock after a peahen, “What do you mean? 
You’re always telling me what to do.”

Mom finished tapping the handle of a table knife on the lids 
of some cooled jars, to see if they were sealed, then answered 
me: “Janet, helping your child learn and improve is being a 
mother. Correcting friends for their lack of perfection is being 
rude. I’m a parent. You’re bossy.”  

Tears worked their watery way down my inflamed face. 
In a room silent except for my sobs, Mom wiped the edges 

of some jars with a dishtowel, and continued: “You can’t 
say everything that pops into your head. How would Mrs. 
Anderson feel if I told her that when she sings in her backyard, 
our dog howls and hides? What would Mrs. Beck think of me 
if I mentioned that her habit of eating ‘just enough more to fill 
my sweet tooth’ has given her a bottom as big as a wash tub?”

A giggle snorted its way through my tears; Mom smiled. 
“You know I would never say those things. People would feel 
bad. They’d begin to avoid me. You need to think more about 
how your words make others feel, Janet.” 

She pulled another rack of sterilized jars from a steaming 
pot of water. I skulked away, muttering.

Despite my hurt feelings, I remembered my mother’s words 
delivered in a steamy kitchen as she worked to feed her family. 
I may want to tell my husband he should thank his favorite 
sweater for its faithful service and dispose of it, or mention 
to my sister-in-law that “you know” is not a conversational 
punctuation mark—but I don’t. 

Thanks to the mother who molded me, I keep my thoughts 
to myself. 



Not Now, Maybe Later
A petition for the better division and use of our time

Heather Zadra

My mother- and father-in-law grow the most incredible 
roses. The blooms swell into magnificence slowly, gracefully, 
hues of peach and yellow and pink lasting for weeks. Every 
summer, their scent infuses the Zadras’ backyard with 
fragrance.

My roses, on the other hand, are spindly and spiny. Those 
blooms that do struggle into existence droop after just a few 
days, and from then on, the plants are nothing but an eyesore. 
They become choked by other plants and weeds. There’s no 
aroma to speak of, except maybe that of the manure I heap 
around the bushes in a desperate attempt to improve their 
measly existence. 

The difference between my in-laws’ flourishing roses and 
my distressed ones, I think, lies in the plants’ locations and the 
kind of care they receive. 

My in-laws have researched roses and found that they 
thrive when set apart from the rest of the garden. They grow 
in large barrels in a special part of the yard. And they’re cared 
for differently than the other flowers. A wire frame filled with 
leaves protects their delicate structures all winter, enabling 
them to grow into grandeur come summertime. Specially 
blended plant food fortifies them during their growing season.

How we set apart and guard our leisure time isn’t unlike 
the proper care of roses. When moments for ourselves and 
with family and friends get lumped in with everything else, 
that time can quickly become choked out by other priorities 
and demands. For leisure to really work, it, like roses, needs 
protection and special tending.

But that’s easier said than done. There’s more than just 
popular sentiment to back up the notion that Americans are 
overworked and underleisured. Part of the problem, experts 
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say, is our drive for prosperity. Add to that a culture of debt 
based on consumer credit, and you’ve got 65-hour work weeks 
and a $40,000 Sea Ray speedboat looking pretty next to the 
garage all summer.

In her bestselling book The Overworked American: The 
Unexpected Decline of Leisure, economist Juliet Schor 
explains that leisure time has declined by up to a third since 
the 1970s. As flex time has shrunk, Americans have spent less 
time sleeping and eating, experienced higher levels of stress, 
and cut back on time with their families.

One way to track our loss of leisure is by looking at our use 
of vacation time. Surveys done for Expedia in 2006 showed 
that of the fourteen vacation days earned by the average 
American each year, only ten were actually used. The numbers 
prompted Bruce Mohl of the Boston Globe to state that 
Americans may be “among the worst in the Western world at 
vacationing.” (France and Germany, by the way, take the prize 
for leaving the fewest vacation days unused.) 

These statistics shouldn’t come as a shock if we examine 
our day-to-day lives. Even if we aren’t one of millions in the 
workplace racking up 40-plus hours per week, many of us 
have become used to—or numbed to—the frenetic pace of our 
lives. We rarely question the exhaustion that follows the day 
come bedtime, or the hours of sleeplessness as our minds race 
to comprehend what’s just happened and what’s left to do. 

We justify our lack of rest as a necessary sacrifice for 
getting ahead, or getting caught up, or getting more stuff. 
Strangely, it’s material possessions that are supposed to make 
us happy. But if we don’t have time to enjoy them, it’s no 
wonder that they fail to live up to their hype.

Should 16-hour breakneck days really be the norm? Should 
they be expected and dealt with as the natural consequence 
of a society that, according to author Jeff Davidson, has 
been radically altered in the last two decades by expanding 
knowledge, substantial population shifts, and media growth? 

James Truslow Adams, coiner of the phrase “The American 



Dream,” would have answered with a resounding “no.” His 
original interpretation of the term—though whether he knew it 
would be used so broadly in the culture is doubtful—was this, 
from his 1931 work The Epic of America: “It is not a dream of 
motor cars and high wages merely, but a dream of social order 
in which each man and each woman shall be able to attain 
to the fullest stature of which they are innately capable, and 
be recognized by others for what they are, regardless of the 
fortuitous circumstances of birth or position.”

It’s the words “fullest stature of which they are innately 
capable” that get me. I can’t quite make myself believe that 
the current track of my life, and the lives of most people I 
know, are getting us to Adams’ ideal. 

The problem is one of time: how we divide it, and how we 
use what’s been portioned off as “other”—meaning not work, 
and not chores, and not the thousand little piddly things we 
can find to do with our time besides take care of our physical, 
spiritual, and emotional needs. The way many of us prioritize 
and use our time is akin to swigging down soda all day long: 
it’s temporarily satisfying, we think we’ve gotten what we 
need, but a few hours go by and we realize our bodies are 
craving something more than just empty calories. 

So how do we change this trend in our day-to-day lives? 
As a child of the late ‘70s, I’ll be honest: I’m unsure of where 
to go from here. After all, Davidson’s increasingly complex 
American society has been around pretty much since I have 
been. 

But evaluating how we spend our time, and whether that 
matches up with what we claim to be priorities in our lives, 
might be a starting point.

My oldest son, Colin, is 3. He did something tonight that 
helped me think about my own priorities. As we headed to his 
room for his bedtime routine, Colin was half-skipping, half-
running across the floor, knowing just where he was going 
and why. But on his way across the floor, a red balloon we’d 
blown up earlier that day caught his eye.
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The moment sharpened for me in an instant. I saw his little 
body skid to a sudden stop and wheel around to sprint back in 
the direction from which he had come. He turned again and 
angled himself directly behind the balloon, in prime kicking 
position, then let loose with a flying left leg that sent the 
balloon, well, drifting lazily in the air and landing gently a 
few feet away. For that brief span of time, his whole focus and 
concentration was on coordinating the movements of his body 
to achieve the perfect kick. 

Then, content with his success and without missing a beat, 
he resumed his skip-run to bed and settled in, ready for stories 
with his stuffed deer baby.

That moment embodies how you should be living, I thought 
afterward. To know where you’re headed and what needs to 
be done, but to be willing to turn all your energy to something 
more worthy of your time and attention. And to continue 
looking for and fully enjoying those moments until they 
become the norm.

Because let’s face it. Most of us aren’t going to start 
gallivanting off for a two-week vacation each year like the 
French do. And like it or not, many of us are so entrenched in 
Schor’s consumer debt culture that getting out of it is either 
something that will take years, or something we just plain 
don’t want to do. We’re forever marching off to bed, sure that 
the twin bed that awaits us will only morph into a queen- or 
king-size if we stay focused and don’t make any stops along 
the way. (And, of course, we don’t actually get to sleep once 
we get there. The bed analogy only goes so far.)

But what if we did pause to do more balloon-kicking? 
Would the twin—or the queen or the king—vanish into thin 
air? I don’t think so. (To offer up some tenuous proof, my 
son’s hasn’t yet.) What would happen if we read a little One 
Fish, Two Fish, Red Fish, Blue Fish along the way? Or, if we 
were feeling really crazy, set up a Super Fire Station Lego 
tower? 

Because it is partly about the amount of time we allocate for 



ourselves, but it’s even more about the way that time is spent. 
I can’t count the number of times I’ve begrudgingly joined a 
game of hide and seek, counting each second before “Ready 
or not, here I come” as another second lost to my “must-dos” 
(funny, though, that I don’t always count activities with my 
kids as “must-dos”).

Other times, I’ve  consciously engaged myself in hide and 
seek, willing myself to be fully aware of my kids and this 
precious time with them, and found myself giggling like a 
child, drawn emotionally closer to my sons, and thoroughly 
re-energized. It’s then that I find myself better equipped to 
return to a work-based routine that demands some measure of 
adherence. 

For those without kids, the concept of carving out rest time 
and using that time well still applies. Though some dislike the 
term “rest” for its connotations of laziness and unproductivity, 
the reality, if a little passive, is anything but stagnant. It’s an 
ease after the work is done, a relief from the strains of the 
world, a mental and emotional peace. “Rest” in its broader 
context can include exercise, play, prayer, conversation—in 
short, any activity that brings calm and tranquility. 

A friend of mine, who recently retired from 20-plus years 
of full-time work and who now finds herself with no fewer 
than four part-time jobs, takes her two dogs for a walk or 
a cross-country ski almost every day of the year (the dogs, 
incidentally, do not themselves ski). The hour or so spent on 
the mazey dirt roads that spider through the rugged hills up 
Dragon Road is as much for herself as for her companions. 
It’s time to focus, to re-prioritize, and to be fully aware of her 
surroundings and her company.

But that kind of thing doesn’t just magically happen. It’s a 
commitment. Time for ourselves, let alone with our children 
and loved ones, needs to be planned into our day as if it 
were an appointment, or it can be difficult to enjoy at all. 
We’re used to grabbing at spare time wherever we can find 
it, cramming “rest” into an already-full schedule. As a result, 
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these moments feel more like forced relaxation—which, of 
course, isn’t really relaxing at all. A ten-minute break between 
work and Pilates class to skim through the show you taped 
on TiVo this morning isn’t leisure. Picking up a favorite book 
when your eyes are too heavy to stay open for more than three 
minutes isn’t leisure. Spending 30 minutes each day for you 
and your partner to share the highlights of each other’s day, 
and to be fully aware of each moment you’re doing so? That 
just might be. 

My husband is convinced that I have a hearing problem. 
Probably 30 to 40 percent of the time he speaks to me, my 
response is something like, “Sorry, say that again?” Though 
I’ll one day undergo a hearing test to prove him wrong, I will 
admit the problem is more serious than clogged ears. It’s a 
failure to fully engage with what he’s saying. Instead, I’m 
thinking about scheduling the boys’ checkups, or sending 
feedback on students’ drafts, or planning what’s for dinner. 
The moment-by-moment opportunities I have to mentally 
leave my work and enjoy communicating with him are lost, 
and as a result, a chance to build our relationship is, too. 

The point? Making time takes discipline to do well. It 
involves training our minds not to multitask and, instead, fully 
absorbing them in leisure itself. But that training doesn’t come 
naturally, or easily.

Myla and Jon Kabat-Zinn’s book Everyday Blessings: The 
Inner Work of Mindful Parenting pinpoints the dilemma: 
“For adults, it is hard to give total attention, especially over a 
sustained period of time. We have drifted from that capacity. 
Adult minds, as a rule, are filled with conflicting impulses and 
thoughts, which compete for attention even within ourselves” 
(206). The authors urge cultivating mindfulness through 
meditation and other exercises that heighten our awareness of 
each moment we’re in.

If that sounds a little New Agey for you, try keeping in 
mind its application to leisure: we need to find ways to turn 
our brains off, to create a space apart from the daily “needs” of 



our to-do list so that we can better serve our more fundamental 
need for rest, whatever that may look like. We already know 
that the dividends for doing so can be enormous. The positive 
effects of relaxation on personal health have been documented 
in over 3,000 studies, according to the University of Maryland 
Medical Center. The facts speak for themselves, but it will 
take a shift in our priorities, our core beliefs, really, for us to 
put them into practice. 

We need “vacations” every day. We need to give loved ones 
gifts of time more often than we give them stuff. We may not 
be able to change some elements of our day-to-day routine, 
but we can set apart small, and then increasingly larger, 
chunks of time for ourselves and for others. 

It is, after all, the next logical step to achieving that “fullest 
stature of which (we) are innately capable.”
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Black Cow
Leona Hemmerich

While not a native of Colorado, I have lived in this state 
for many years. We have a saying here to the effect that “It’s 
not if you’ll hit a deer or other wildlife, it’s when,” meaning, 
obviously, that if you do any driving outside of city limits, the 
possibility that you and your vehicle will have an encounter 
with a large animal is 99.99%. We have a number of large 
animals that may amble across a highway, including deer, 
elk, moose, antelope, cattle, sheep, and horses. Most of the 
time a horse on a road will have a rider. Sheep that are on the 
road will usually be there because they are being driven to a 
different grazing lot. Cattle, though, that’s a different story. 

Ranchers often lease land from the Federal Government to 
give their cattle more room to roam and graze. The interesting 
thing about Colorado is that we still have what is known as 
“Open Range,” meaning that ranchers don’t have to fence 
in their cattle. If you don’t want cattle on your property, you 
have to fence the cattle out. Along a number of back roads are 
signs that say “Open Range,” which is a shorter way of saying, 
“If you hit a cow on this road, it’s your responsibility to pay 
for the cow and not the rancher’s responsibility to pay for the 
damages to your car when you hit a cow.”

So, how often do cows meet their demise due to vehicles 
not watching out for cattle on the road? I don’t honestly know 
the answer to that question, but I can tell you that it’s not that 
hard to hit a big cow, especially if the cow is black and the 
road is black and the night is black. Yep, you guessed it. It 
happened to me. 

One dark, moonless night as I was driving home from a 
function in Moab, Utah, I was minding my own business, 
driving near the speed limit, but getting tired due to the 
lateness of the hour. Did I say that it was a dark, moonless 
night? Very dark? The road was black as well, very black.  
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Out in the sticks there are no street lights to help us see; we 
just have to stay awake, alert, and pay attention to everything 
around us. So on this very black road on this very black night, 
I was driving along getting lost in thought when, suddenly, I 
saw two eyes reflecting in my headlights. The animal’s head 
had turned toward me as I drew closer, but by that time, it 
was too late for me to stop. I knew that as a general rule you 
shouldn’t try to avoid hitting an animal when it’s right in your 
path, but a huge black bovine is much more hazardous to hit 
than a deer. 

Since I didn’t see any headlights heading in my direction, I 
slammed on my brakes as I steered slightly toward the left. As 
I heard the thud and felt the impact, I knew I had hit the cow. 
I pulled over to see if the animal was still alive, but as I got 
out of my car, my legs turned to absolute jelly. I just could not 
make myself move. Someone who had been driving behind 
me stopped and came up and asked if I was okay. I inquired 
about the cow and he told me that it was alive enough to get 
itself off the road.  After thanking him for that information, I 
got back in my car and drove to a friend’s house to calm down 
before going on home.  What an experience that was! All I can 
say is that you need to be sure to watch out for black cows if 
you’re ever driving on a black road on a black night in any of 
the western states that have Open Range laws in effect.
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Thad Noyes Josh Davis, photograph
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Janele Husband Safe Haven, photograph
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Honey and Blood
Carol Jacobson

She remembered honey on a spoon
 
from a hive built by bees inside a wall inside a house where 
the neighbors lived by a river that she knew as a child.
 
Don’t think of the river, think of the honey.
 
The river that wasn’t too wide or deep or treacherous even in 
the hard, cold spring when it thrashed and churned about the 
bank, threatening to cover the whole valley.
 
Remember the honey, sweet and strong.
 
Dark and speckled with bits of bees that died in the hive. 
She dragged home four big, black bags with pieces of comb 
and wallboard, carefully melted it, strained it till the house was 
covered in a sticky smoothness.
 
She left the cabin by the river on a clear day with green grass 
underfoot and a heron standing on one leg in an inch of flaky 
spring snow. She kept six ounces of that honey in a jelly jar 
with a faded label on a shelf behind the molasses, cans of wax 
beans and bags of pintos.
 
Later, when she could not sleep, she opened the jar, smelled 
the honey, touched it with her fingers, tasted the wild mountain 
valley.
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One night the jar fell, slipped through her fingers in the dark.
Shattered.

She dropped to her knees, tried to gather it all: the river of 
glass, the wild mountain valley, but the glass sliced into her 
flesh; the honey held it there till she was afraid she would 
drown in tears and honey and blood.

In Memoriam

Carol Valera Jacobson 1954-2009
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Contributors’ Notes
Bailey Anderson and Lyndi Prestgard were Ceramics I students fall semester 
2009. These pieces were inspired by ancient pots from around the world and 
photographed by their instructor, Elizabeth Robinson.

Sue Beachman has lived in Moffat County for thirty years. A retired school 
teacher, she enjoys photography, CNCC writing classes, reading, and outdoor 
adventures. 

Tom Beachman retired after working as a media specialist for twenty-six years for 
Moffat County Schools. He pursues his interests in family history as well as many 
adventures in the Great Outdoors via bike and skis. 

Dana Burns is currently a Ceramics II student making large scale sculptures. This 
textured jar is large enough to hold several boxes of Girl Scout cookies. It was 
photographed by her instructor, Elizabeth Robinson.

Caleb W., age two, of Rangely, photographed this “ice star” in December 2009 on 
the left rear wheel of his family’s Honda CR-V. The ice star formed while driving 
across the Navajo Nation in northern Arizona during a snowstorm. Intrepid Caleb 
documented the centrifugal expansion of the star at gas stations in Bluff and Moab, 
Utah, and finally in Loma, Colorado, where this photograph was taken. 

Yuri Chicovsky is a photographer, filmmaker, writer, and teacher. He moved to 
Craig in October 2009 to make a documentary about Colorado’s sheep ranching 
industry, a film which is currently in production. He teaches photography, creative 
writing and memoir writing at CNCC’s Craig campus.

Sean Davis of Craig writes, “I have lived in the Northwest Colorado area on and 
off for 19 years. I dare not try to explain my poetry but ask any reader to look at 
it through the eyes of his or her heart and seek what meaning it may have for the 
individual reader.”

Audrey Decker was a Ceramics I student spring semester 2009. This mask offers 
a glimpse of Audrey’s inner and outer life. It was photographed by her instructor, 
Elizabeth Robinson.

James DeLung, a CNCC Psychology instructor, writes of Scorched Earth, “This 
photo was taken during the ORP and CRJ Park Ranger Academy’s 2009 spring 
break trip. The location of the photo is the Devil’s Golf Course in Death Valley 
National Park, California.”
 
Sheila Harper, a developmental English instructor at CNCC Craig, comments, 
“I’ve been writing fiction and creative nonfiction since my teens. Since 1996, I’ve 
written fanfiction for Lois & Clark: The New Adventures of Superman that received 
a number of awards. In the past few years, I’ve been working on several novels 
with an eye toward professional publication. This piece is part of a biography of my 
youngest child Brendan who died shortly before his 22nd birthday in 2003.”
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Leona Hemmerich and her husband Robert live in Blue Mountain. She has written 
off and on for years and has occasionally had items printed in newspapers. She is 
also the co-owner along with Bill Mitchem of the BedRock Depot in Dinosaur. 
About “Silly Rhyme,” Leona writes, “This particular poem I started years ago when 
the four of us (the Hemmerichs and the Mitchems) were on a trip to California. As 
we pondered the names of groups of animals, we saw such as seals, etc., this poem 
just came. It took a bit of research to find out what the groups were all called, but 
once I had a list, putting this together was easy. It’s been sitting around waiting for 
me to let someone read it.”

Janele Husband writes, “Ever since I became the owner of my first camera at 
age 10, I have been considered a ‘shutter bug.’  After retiring from teaching, I’ve 
been able to enjoy my hobby of photography full-time. I have lived in Craig since 
1982 and Northwest Colorado provides a plethora of places and opportunities for 
capturing amazing shots!” Swinging Bridge Guard was photographed on the south 
side of the swinging bridge in Brown’s Park. Safe Haven was photographed on 
Black Mountain north of Craig.

Carol Jacobson, in a letter to Waving Hands Review dated February 12, 2009, 
called her new poem “Honey and Blood” her “current most favorite.” The poem 
stands on its own, but readers may be interested to know that Carol, while raised in 
Moffat County, lived in Denver for nearly 30 years before returning home to Craig. 

Angel Mataia writes about “Therapist” and “Anna’s Hands,” “Both my pieces 
grew from journal entries that I had started on separate occasions. There are some 
moments or events in our lives that often we don’t have the nerve to talk about in 
the open, that don’t surface until years after they’ve happened. There are certain 
lessons or feelings from these moments that only occur to us in the quiet times after 
the day is done when it’s just you and a blank page. My biggest thanks go out to 
the people who inspired these pieces, all of whom probably have no idea how much 
they’ve influenced my work or my life.”  

David Morris has been writing poetry about Moffat Country for the last twenty 
years. David writes, “I love high western desert country and believe we are 
fortunate to live in one of the last unspoiled places in the great state of Colorado.”

Mary Morris is a student in Yuri Chicovsky’s Creative Writing class.  A resident 
of Moffat County over 50 years, she serves as CNCC Director of Community 
Education in Craig. Creating and directing courses for adult learners and taking 
senior citizens to learn about places they dream of going is one of her passions.  
She enjoys her children, grandchildren, and exploring new places near and far from 
home. 
 
Joshua Nielsen is a student writer at CNCC Rangely who lives in a world all his 
own and hopes to grow up to write both books and video games.
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Thad Noyes is a minister and CNCC adjunct instructor. Thad writes, “In May of 
2008 US Olympic gold medalist Josh Davis came to Rangely to put on a clinic for 
the Rangely Hurricanes swim team. He is photographed here preparing to dive off 
one of the blocks in the recreation center before it was renovated.” About Puddle 
Girl, Thad writes, “This young girl was photographed playing in a parking lot 
puddle after a rare Rangely rain storm.”

Janet Sheridan from Craig writes, “Three years ago, newly retired, I gathered 
my courage and took a memoir class through CNCC. I learned I had stories to tell 
and discovered the fulfillment that comes from writing them. I’ve been at it since. 
‘Bossy Jane’ it is about my mother who has been dead for years but whose wisdom 
still guides me.” About her poem, Janet writes, “I am a novice poet, learning to 
write poetry from a group of poets I belong to in Craig and from reading it daily. 
I am trying to blend the memoirs I love to write with poetic form and imagery. 
‘Women’s Work’ is one such attempt.”

Michelle Snowden writes, “I am a student in the Aviation Maintenance Techology 
program and will graduate this May. In addition, I am the art editor for the Spartan 
Times. Photography has always been a hobby of mine.”

Mary Karen Solomon teaches humanities, philosophy, literature, English, and 
sometimes math at CNCC on the Craig campus. She indulges her love of Mozart by 
playing the piano and cello when not writing poetry about him.

Samuel Torno, a Rangely native, is currently employed as the “web guy” at 
CNCC. He is well known as one of the local computer geeks.

Alexis Velardo from Craig writes, “I am a stay at home mom of three young 
children. Photography is something I have always been passionate about, not only 
is it a way to document my children’s lives, but also their hometown and the world 
they live in. I would eventually like to be a professional photographer.”

Sarah Ward writes, “I am a Rangely resident and CNCC instructor. Last spring 
all the cacti behind our house bloomed within a week’s time. Some plants had up 
to twenty blooms, and many plants had flowers of several different colors.  I found 
them breathtaking and tried to capture the beauty of both the flowers and the spring 
season in my photo.”

Heather Zadra is a student newspaper adviser and adjunct instructor at CNCC 
Rangely. Heather writes, “As a part-time teacher and mother of young children, 
I find it’s easy to let work and other demands take priority over time for family, 
friends, and self. This piece came from a desire to convince myself to properly 
value and set aside that time, and to urge readers to do the same.”
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Observations, Early March
David Morris

Winter has been a truculent
long and rough customer
leaving starved and frozen elk
sprawled like battlefield dead 
in its destructive wake

but the cottonwoods too
have taken heavy hits:

entire trees gone to ground
shoved over
by snow and gusting wind

trunks denuded
bark ripped free 
cortex tan and too bright
like exposed viscera.

It seems a soft wood giant’s 
leafless months 
consist of mainly pain 
and hard luck

each and every 
of the oldest and tallest 
spans the sky 
with gashed and painful missing limbs
amputated fingers. 


